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Star Dragons  

Who is the character?

Spoobis 
What is their tangible goal

Spoobis wants to help his grandfather settle and build out a newly made, artificial 
planet, meant as a sanctuary for life, displaced from a massive Star Dragon war from 
another universe. 


What do they want to achieve

1. Stabilize a population and special frequency that will create all future life forms on 

the new planet to protect the sanctuary life that Is brought there. 

2. Rebuilding of a once broken frequency to sing a special, yet broken planet 

together 

3. The approval and protection by a galactic legion of powerful beings, who will help 

make the surrounding solar system ready for new planets. 


Who is standing in their way.  
A corrupt Star Dragon named, Nerezza and his cronies, who built the original frequency 
long ago, shattering parts of his universe, phasing it into ours, causing mass 
displacement life. He discovers the injured Star Dragon, Barnarbus, who he makes his 
general to lead the dark forces to kill Spoobis and take control of the planet’s resources 
and remaining frequencies to keep for himself.


When the planet’s remote control is taken apart, the planet breaks and its pieces 
vanish. 


———

B Story 

Who are the characters?

Kelphus and Drideon, two Star Dragons, meant for each other 
What is their tangible goal

to repair their universe and bring their stars and planet home, and to find each other 
after getting separated
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What do they want to achieve 
They both need to reassemble the fractured universal frequency and get the Delegates 
to work together, because they each carry signatures of the original frequency


Who is standing in their way.  
The dangerous forces of Nerezza, a corrupt star dragon, who built the frequency, blew 
up stars in a stolen identity, and vanished. Also the bickering Delegates, who have lost 
their way as they search for the missing pieces of the planetary remote control. 

——— 

C Story 

Who is the character?

Kaneki, the hatchling Delegate 

What is their tangible goal? 
Wants to find the missing code to a special planetary web, that will stabilize the 
broken, artificial planet, uncloak their enemies in battle, send the Star Dragons home 
and end the war


What do they want to achieve? 
He wants to find love, before it’s too late, but he cannot do it alone.


Who is standing in their way? 
His planet was destroyed, he is told that he is the last one, the other delegates don’t 
take him seriously, and he is aging faster than the rest, so he has the highest risk of 
death before he gets old. 


